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ABSTRACT 
Emerging Ultra Wideband (UWB) Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 
(OFDM) systems hold the promise of delivering wireless data at high speeds, exceeding 
hundreds of megabits per second over typical distances of 10 meters or less. The purpose of this 
Thesis is to estimate the timing accuracies required with such systems in order to achieve Bit 
Error Rates (BER) of the order of magnitude of 10-12 and thereby avoid overloading the 
correction of irreducible errors due to misaligned timing errors to a small absolute number of bits 
in error in real-time relative to a data rate of hundreds of megabits per second.  
Our research approach involves managing bit error rates through identifying maximum 
timing synchronization errors.  Thus, it became our research goal to determine the timing 
accuracies required to avoid operation of communication systems within the asymptotic region 
of BER flaring at low BERs in the resultant BER curves. We propose pushing physical layer bit 
error rates to below 10-12 before using forward error correction (FEC) codes.  This way, the 
maximum reserve is maintained for the FEC hardware to correct for burst as well as recurring bit 
errors due to corrupt bits caused by other than timing synchronization errors. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
In the near future, wireless broadband communications systems will require data rates 
exceeding hundreds of mega bits per second (Mbps). To address these approaching demands, 
emerging Ultra Wideband (UWB) Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) offers 
an ideal physical (PHY) layer solution to address wireless personal area networking (WPAN) 
needs over short ranges. As UWB modulation becomes better understood and data rates increase 
to near their high data rate potentials, the control of timing synchronization errors will become 
ever more critical in measuring UWB’s system performance parameters.  This thesis explores the 
timing accuracies required to support the operation of UWB OFDM systems in such a future 
communication landscape. 
1.1 UWB Overview 
UWB is a term used to represent a system or signal that has a very large bandwidth. 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) originally defined UWB devices as any device 
having a fractional bandwidth of greater than 0.25 or occupying 1.5 GHz or more of spectrum. 
Recent revisions for those two values were modified to 0.20 and 500MHz, respectively [10]. 
UWB signals’ fractional bandwidth (BW) is defined by: 
 
         (1-1) 
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where   
 
The center frequency is defined as the average of the upper and lower frequency points, 
i.e. 
 
         (1-2) 
 
With such large defined bandwidths, UWB communications hold the promising ability to 
provide high data rates, at low cost, with very low power consumption.  Because of this allure, 
UWB has become extremely popular as a possible modulation method for a wide range of short-
range applications.  February 14, 2002, marked the start of the era where unlicensed usage of this 
newly defined wireless technology was approved by the FCC for commercial use. When the 
FCC ruled that UWB radio transmission could legally operate over the range from 3.1 GHz up to 
10.6 GHz, at a limited transmit power of -41 dBm/MHz, engineers and scientists began 
development of new networking devices for short-range, wireless applications that could take 
advantage of the possibilities inherent with UWB modulation.  The reason was simple, because 
with the availability of such a wide swath of spectrum, a higher channel capacity could be 
achieved than with currently used conventional radios (i.e. 802.11a/b/g). According to Shannon’s 
Theorem: 
2 
  
 
         (1-3) 
 
where C is the channel capacity (in bits/sec), B is the channel bandwidth in Hertz (Hz) 
and S/N is the signal to noise power ratio at the input to the digital receiver [6].  This equation 
shows two ways to increase channel capacity C in a digital system; either by increasing 
bandwidth B and/or by increasing signal to noise ratio S/N. However, since channel capacity 
grows linear with bandwidth and only approximately logarithmically to the base-2 power with 
signal to noise ratio, a wider bandwidth system has an inherent advantage versus a narrower 
bandwidth system in achieving a higher channel capacity for a given percentage increase.  For 
example, when comparing UWB spectrum to the 802.11a spectrum in Figure 1, we see that 
802.11 has high emitted signal power with a narrow bandwidth.  Conversely, UWB has low 
emitted signal power spectral density with wide bandwidth.   
 
 
Figure 1: Emitted Signal Power vs. Frequency in Giga Hertz  
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Figure 2 shows that, through Shannon’s Theorem, UWB’s throughput data rates are 
significantly higher at distances of 10 meters or less than the currently used 802.11 standard. 
 
  
Figure 2: UWB vs. 802.11a Potential Throughput Data Rates at distances in Meters (Picture from 
Ultra-Wideband/ a Disruptive RF Technology [11]) 
1.1.1 UWB Concepts 
Most radio technologies in use today employ sinusoidal carriers for radio transmissions.  
On the other hand, Ultra Wideband (UWB) technologies communicate at base-band without the 
use of a carrier. Formally referred to as “Impulse Radio,” or “Carrier-less Radio,” UWB radios 
communicate using short, base-band pulses, typically of duration on the order of a nanosecond. 
When these pulses are applied to an appropriately designed antenna, the pulses propagate over 
physical distances with distortions.  The antennas behave as filters, and even in free space, a 
differentiation of the pulse waveform occurs as the wave radiates [10].  
The basic waveform of a UWB signal is an approximation of a Gaussian pulse, known as 
a Gaussian monocycle pulse.  These Gaussian monocycle pulses are usually transmitted using 
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Pulse Position Modulation (PPM) pulses, however, due to distortions by antennas and the 
channel, the received pulse differs in the time-domain from its original transmitter output pulse 
shape. An ideal pulse shape propagating in free space can be modeled as the first derivative of 
the Gaussian monocycle. The response of the received antenna to free-space propagating pulse 
can be approximated by the second derivative of the transmitted pulse.  For example, when the 
pulse generated by the transmitter is Gaussian, Ramirez-Mireles and Scholtz show that an 
idealized received pulse can be modeled as [12]: 
 
    (1-4) 
 
where (Wrec) represents the received waveform, (td) represents the location of the pulse center 
and (τn) represents a parameter that determines the temporal width of the pulse. In Figure 3, we 
show the transmitted Gaussian monocycle pulse and the ideal received monocycle pulse at the 
antenna output. 
 
 
Figure 3: Gaussian monocycle pulse and ideal received monocycle pulse (Picture from Hailiang 
Mei Masters thesis [14]) 
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1.2 OFDM Overview 
Instead of using the traditional PPM, Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM), Binary Phase 
Shift Keying (BPSK), and On/Off Keying (OOK) modulations, an alternate approach for 
modulating UWB Pulses is achieved through OFDM. OFDM is a modulation technique suitable 
for high data rate systems. One prominent emerging UWB system developed by the Multi-Band 
OFDM Alliance (MBOA: www.multibandofdm.org) uses the modulation technique (OFDM) to 
occupy the statutory wide bandwidths permitted for UWB systems. The basic idea of the 
classical OFDM involves splitting a high-rate data stream XN into a number of lower rate streams 
that are transmitted simultaneously at different frequencies over a number of sub-carriers (X0, 
X1,…XN-1) (See Figure 4). Since UWB-OFDM is generally a carrier-less technique, than it uses 
sub-bands instead of sub-carriers. 
 
 
Figure 4: De-multiplexed High Data Rate OFDM Data Stream 
 
In UWB-OFDM the sub-band pulse used for transmission is a rectangular pulse. With 
this rectangular pulse the task of pulse forming and modulation can be simply implemented with 
an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) of the sub-bands. At the receiver, according to the 
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Fourier Transform Theorem, the rectangular pulse shaped sub-banded pulses in UWB-OFDM 
will lead to the [sin(x)/x] spectrum.  When the signal is Muxed back together, it will look like 
Figure 5.  To obtain high spectral efficiency, the frequency response of the sub-banded channels 
are overlapped and orthogonal, which means that where the signal is evaluated (at the maximum 
peak), the value of all other signals are zero. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Overlapping orthogonal sub-carriers in OFDM symbol 
 
Major benefits of the OFDM technique include higher spectral efficiency, resiliency to 
radio frequency (RF) interference, and lower multi-path distortion [4].  On the other hand, 
OFDM shortcomings evolve through its high sensitivity to frequency and time synchronization 
error compared to single carrier system [4].  Frequency synchronization error results from 
misalignment in sub-band frequencies due to fluctuations in radio frequency oscillators or 
channel’s Doppler frequency introducing inter carrier interference (ICI).  Timing 
synchronization errors refer to the incorrect timing of the OFDM symbols at the demodulator 
introducing inter symbol interference (ISI) [3]. Both ICI and ISI cause bit errors in a UWB-
OFDM system.  The focus of this thesis is to analyze how accurate timing synchronization errors 
must be to obtain a bit error rate of 10-12, or better, assuming perfect frequency synchronization. 
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We will take a closer examination of this phenomenon in Chapter 2.  
Although currently there are two major UWB proposals, consisting of single band and 
multi-band impulse-centered approaches, both with their own advocates fighting for their 
approach to become the accepted IEEE and FCC standard, in this thesis we focus on the multi-
banded OFDM approach and its concepts and limitations.  This focus is chosen since the multi-
band approach currently has achieved more favor among the candidate approach to become the 
universal UWB standard.  
1.3 Thesis Organization 
The importance of controlling timing synchronization errors was established earlier in 
this chapter.  Next, we follow this chapter with discussions regarding timing synchronization 
errors in UWB-OFDM systems. Then, in Chapter 3, we present our methodologies for analytical 
solutions for bit synchronization effects on BER (Bit Error Rate).  Chapter 4 displays our results 
from analytical and experimental analyses and concludes with a hypothesis of the timing error 
effects. Finally, in Chapter 5 we conclude the thesis by restating our thesis objectives, 
documenting why timing synchronization is important, and summarizing the effect on BER 
performance if the timing accuracies are not maintained in an UWB-OFDM data link.  In 
addition, we give recommendations for future research, for expanding on the results of this 
thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 
TIMING JITTER IN UWB-OFDM COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
Measured performance of a digital data transmission system usually is obtained through 
analyzing the probability of error at a given bit error rate and signal-to-noise ratio.  As the UWB 
systems evolve into their expected achievable high data rate values, controlling timing 
synchronization errors becomes essential since timing errors cause bit errors that degrade system 
performance. To present the concept of “How timing errors affect UWB-OFDM system 
performance”, this chapter is divided into three parts.  First we describe the OFDM symbol 
structure. Then, we express how timing errors in the OFDM symbols affect the system’s 
performance and third we analyze the impact of timing jitter in digital communication systems.  
This chapter concludes with a Tikhonov approximation for estimating the timing error. 
2.1 OFDM Technique 
OFDM is a flexible technique that increases bandwidth efficiency, resiliency to radio 
frequency (RF) interference, and lower multi-path distortion. For example, if interference with 
an existing narrowband system occurs, UWB-OFDM permits simply by not using one or more 
particular sub-bands. This technique can be thought of as analogous to a combination of multi-
carrier modulation (MCM) and frequency shift keying (FSK).  MCM divides a data stream into 
several bit streams and modulates each bit stream onto sub-carriers [16]. FSK transmits data onto 
one carrier from multiple orthogonal carriers. Orthogonality between the sub-bands among an 
UWB-OFDM modulation format is accomplished by separating the bands by an integer multiple 
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of the inverse of symbol duration of the parallel bit streams [4]. Orthogonality in the symbol is 
crucial because it helps to eliminate inter-symbol interference (ISI) and inter-carrier interference 
(ICI).  This is best done by adding a guard time insertion or a cyclic prefix (CP) to the beginning 
of the OFDM symbol. CP involves attaching a copy of the last part of the OFDM symbol to the 
beginning of the symbol as shown in Figure 6. 
 
   
Figure 6: OFDM Symbol 
 
In the transmitter, after the parallel data of N sub-channels are modulated onto N sub-
carriers (d0,d1,…dN-1), where each dN represents a complex number, they are fed into an Inverse 
Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT).  The transmitted data is given by [5]: 
 
    (2-1) 
 
where Ts is the symbol duration of the OFDM pulse and fi (i=0.1,….N-1) is the frequency 
of the ith sub-carrier given by [5]: 
 
           (2-2) 
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Here, f(t) is the pulse waveform of each of the symbols and it is defined as 
 
        (2-3) 
 
After the IFFT process, the signal s(t) goes through a guard time insertion circuit where 
the cyclic period is added so inter-symbol interference can be avoided as much as possible. 
One requirement of adding a CP to the symbol is that it should be longer than the impulse 
response of the channel.  When the CP to the symbol is longer than the impulse response of the 
channel, it acts as a guard space between the sub-carriers. The guard time is chosen larger than 
the expected delay spread, such that multi-path components from one symbol cannot interfere 
with the next symbol [15]. This eliminates ISI and ICI almost completely.  However, some 
residual ICI may still exist. This happens when the multi-path delay becomes larger than the 
guard time. At this point, the system may manifest timing errors due to the cumulative effects of 
multi-path delay variations. 
 At the output of the guard time insertion circuit, the OFDM symbol is given by: 
 
[5]  (2-4)  
 
where the modified pulse waveform of each symbol is defined as 
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 [5]       (2-5) 
2.2 Timing Error Effects on System Performance 
Timing signals play several of different roles in communication systems.  One example 
evolves in digital systems, where clock signals are used to transfer logic signals in and out of 
registers at times when their values are valid. The maximum clock frequency is usually limited 
by the propagation delay of the logic circuits between registers. In high bandwidth digital 
input/output systems, however, the date transfer rate can be limited by uncertainty in the clocks 
used to transfer the data [21]. Fixed offsets between transmit and receive clocks or timing errors 
due to noise comprise this uncertainty. 
Timing errors in UWB-OFDM are simply a short variation of the OFDM sub-band’s bit 
timing from its ideal time slot location.  A bit’s timing is simply the composite effect of multiple 
monocycles acting in concert due to various multi-path delays acting in addition to the composite 
effect of digital circuitry timing errors. Effects of errors in the time base of the signal, due to 
timing errors can also limit performance parameters such as achievable bit rates of the system.  
When this happens the system is said to have a degraded performance due to timing errors. 
2.3 Timing Jitter and Phase Noise relationship 
Oscillator or clock uncertainties in synchronous digital systems can degrade a system’s 
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performance, resulting from in bit errors. Phase noise and timing jitter result from uncertainties 
in the clock’s oscillator output.  Phase noise defines the frequency output of the oscillator.  For 
example, when the output to a noisy phase oscillator is given by: 
 
 
[17]        (2-6) 
 
then 
 
            (2-7) 
 
is the phase noise also referred to as the spectral density of phase fluctuation. The random 
fluctuations of phase that are responsible for phase noise, can also be observed in the time 
domain as timing jitter. Given that timing jitter is a measure of variation in the time domain, it 
ultimately describes how far a bit period wanders from its ideal location. In OFDM systems, 
controlling timing jitter in the sub-carriers calls for precise synchronization at the OFDM 
demodulator. This control involves determination of the starting sample of the ith OFDM symbol 
such that the CP can be disregarded and the OFDM symbol can be properly realigned [3]. For 
example, consider the OFDM block diagram shown in Figure 7.  Before the OFDM symbol can 
be multiplexed back together and the orthogonality of the symbol at the receiver is preserved, 
timing errors must be controlled or even corrected to some degree.  Otherwise, the system will 
experience inter-carrier interference (ICI). ICI is crosstalk between different sub-carriers, which 
means that the sub-carriers are no longer orthogonal in signal space [15]. The orthogonality of 
the sub-carriers can be maintained and individual sub-carriers can be separated by using an FFT 
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(Fast Fourier Transform) circuit when there is no inter-symbol interference (ISI) and inter-carrier 
interference introduced by transmission channel distortion [1].  In reality, these conditions cannot 
be obtained. To manage distortion caused by the transmission channel, in the next chapter we 
introduce a method for estimating the timing accuracy required for achieving a given BER 
performance for a high data rate UWB-OFDM digital link. 
 
 
Figure 7: OFDM Block Diagram 
2.4 Tikhonov Approximation of Timing Error 
In OFDM bit symbols there will always be some fluctuation in the bit symbol’s ideal 
timing. This fluctuation can be estimated around the ideal timing’s mean value.  Since the timing 
errors are random values, to estimate fluctuation in timing we characterize the actual timing 
using probability density function (PDF). The PDF shows how the actual bit timing estimate can 
be before or after the ideal value. 
In literature [3, 18, 19, 20] we find that timing errors are usually characterized with a 
Gaussian or a Tikhonov pdf. However, we used the Tikhonov pdf so that we can obtain a more 
representative characterization of the bit synchronizer statistical properties in agreement with 
14 
  
 
observed properties.  Chapter 3 displays the use of the Tikhonov approximation of timing errors. 
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CHAPTER 3 
BIT SYNCHRONIZATION 
This chapter introduces and presents methods and procedures for estimating the timing 
accuracy required for achieving a given BER performance for a high data rate UWB-OFDM 
digital link. Through our analysis we develop equations to determine and identify maximum 
timing synchronization errors of high data rate links incorporating Manchester (Bi-Phase), 
Miller, RZ, or NRZ coded data.  
Most high-speed communication systems have a low tolerance for bit errors; the 
allowable uncorrected BER for such systems operating in the hundreds of Mbps typically must 
fall between 10-9 and 10-12 to prevent introducing error correction overload within the error 
correction hardware.  This means that the BER impacts of synchronization and timing errors 
must be analyzed to estimate the timing accuracies required to avoid overloading the correction 
of irreducible errors due to misaligned timing errors.  
In previous studies [3, 18], timing error analyses have been investigated performance in 
bit error regions ranging from 10-3 to 10-6. Such a lower-performance BER is entirely appropriate 
for low speed communication systems operating at data rates only in the tens of Mbps. 
Unfortunately, these previously investigated regions are not sufficient for proposed high speed 
UWB systems having data rates in the hundreds of Mbps. For example, consider a system 
running at 500 Mbps, with a target BER of 10-6. Such an error rate would produce 500 bit errors 
per second, in such a high-speed system, and 10-6 level of error rate would cause severe system 
performance degradation.  
Instead of battling with the high bit error rates mentioned above, our recommended 
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approach involves reducing bit error rates to lower rates through first identifying the 
performance requirements associated with, and then managing, the maximum range of timing 
synchronization errors.  Thus, it became our research goal to determine how small the timing 
errors must be among the multitude of OFDM data streams, to avoid operation in the asymptotic 
region, where BER flaring occurs. We propose pushing bit errors to below 10-12 before taking 
advantage of forward error correction (FEC) codes.  This way, the maximum reserve is 
maintained for the FEC hardware to correct for bit errors caused by other than timing 
synchronization errors. 
For the purpose of presentation, this chapter is divided into two sections:  analysis of bit 
synchronization errors and experimental verification using PulsON 200 UWB Evaluation Kit 
(EVK) hardware. 
3.1 Analytical Solutions for BER Performance  
At the beginning of our analytical work, we focused on estimating a maximum 
achievable bit rate, conditioned on timing synchronization bit errors.  Through our analysis, we 
identified timing error effects on bit error rate performance of a high data rate link.  
The chosen methodology closely follows the derivations and methods of Lindsey and 
Simon [2]. The difference between our methods and theirs are that we characterize the 
synchronization error (λ) to be a normalized timing error resulting from a delay-locked loop.  
Additionally, we examine bit synchronization for a high data rate stream instead of for symbol 
synchronization for narrowband applications. Also, we expand our average error probability Pe 
to below 10-12, since we target this region of interest for applicability to high data rate links. 
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Finally, our standard deviation of the sync error sigma (σλ) and variance of the sync error (σλ2) of 
the normalized timing error represent ratios of a normalized Unit Interval (UI) of a data bit time 
period in a data link. A UI is defined to be one bit period or 1/ baud rate.  By utilizing an UI 
approach, in place of an absolute timing approach, the results of this thesis can easily be applied 
to ever-increasing data rates for future, thereby increasing the value of the research documented 
in this thesis. 
In the following section, we explain the methodology for our analytical approach that 
estimated a maximum achievable bit rate, conditioned on bit timing synchronization errors. Our 
analysis began by obtaining conditional error probability values of the correlation detector 
conditioned on a timing error; and then we derive conditional error probabilities over a Tikhonov 
probability density function (pdf) to estimate the probability of bit error at the receiver.   
3.1.1 Conditional Error Probabilities 
Given that the optimum detector for a known signal is a cross-correlator, the first step in 
our analysis was to derive for the error probability of the correlation detector conditioned on a bit 
synchronization error for Manchester, NRZ, RZ and Miller coded data. 
Below are the equations, taken from the prior literature, that are used in our analysis to 
obtain the conditional error probabilities for Manchester, NRZ, RZ, and Miller coded UWB-
OFDM data. (See [2] for derivations.)  
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3.1.1.1 Manchester Coded Data 
For a Manchester coded bit stream, the conditional error probability can be realized 
through the following equation (see table 3.1 for variable definitions): 
 
 
          (3-1) 
 
(Where the maximum random value for timing error  λ is defined to be 
4
1  for Manchester 
coded UWB-OFDM data.)  
3.1.1.2 NRZ Coded Data 
Furthermore, when the bit stream is coded by NRZ data, then the following equation can 
be used to achieve conditional error probability values:  
 
  (3-2) 
 
(Where the maximum random value for timing error λ is defined to be 
2
1  for NRZ data. 
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3.1.1.3 RZ Coded Data 
Next, when the bit stream incorporates RZ coded data, the conditional error probabilities 
can be obtained with equation (3-3). 
 
  (3-3) 
 
(Where the maximum random value for timing error λ is defined to be 
4
1  for RZ coded 
data.) 
3.1.1.4 Miller Coded Data 
Finally, in the event that Miller coded data is used in the bit stream, equation 3-4 
represents an equation that obtains its conditional probability error values. 
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          (3-4) 
where  
        
(And where the maximum random value for timing error λ is defined to be 
4
1  for Miller 
coded data.) 
3.1.2 Establishing Average Error Probability at the Receiver 
Next in our analysis, after obtaining the stated conditional error probabilities in equations 
3-1, 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4 we then averaged them over the probability density function of the bit 
synchronization errors, to obtain the average error probability Pe at the receiver as determined by 
equation 3-5. 
      (3-5) 
 
Hence, λmax reflect the maximum value of which is defined for in the corresponding Pe(λ) 
equations in 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 3-4, depending on the digital encoding format chosen, and p(λ) 
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represents a probability distribution of the normalized timing synchronization error.  
Although in [5], a Gaussian timing synchronization error is postulated, we assume a 
Tikhonov p.d.f. p(λ) since this is a more typical characterization of timing errors observed in 
practical bit synchronizers [18]. Completely characterized in terms of its variance (σλ2) of the 
normalized timing error, the Tikhonov p.d.f. for the various digital encoded data formats are 
stated in equations 3-6 and 3-7. 
For NRZ data formats, p(λ) can be characterized by 
 
              (3-6) 
 
when a Tikhonov PDF is assumed.  
Likewise, when employing Manchester, Miller or RZ coding, all of which are base-band 
techniques that utilize transitions in the middle of the symbol interval, p(λ) can be characterized 
by the Tikhonov PDF in equation 3.7. 
 
             (3-7) 
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Table 1: Analytical Equation Definitions 
 
 
By substituting p(λ) from equation (3-6) or (3-7) and Pe(λ) from equation (3-1), (3-2), (3-3) or 
(3-4) into equation (3-5) for the a chosen encoded data format (Manchester, Miller, NRZ, RZ), 
we generated MathCad plots, presented in Figures 12 through 15 (see Chapter 4). These graphs 
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display average probability of error versus the ratio of the bit energy to the spectral noise power 
density (Eb/No), for the selected UI parameters of normalized timing errors. 
With the process described above, we can then estimate the attainable bit error rate for a 
data link conditioned on normalized timing synchronization errors in Manchester, NRZ, RZ, and 
Miller coded data. Our results presented in Chapter 4, in Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15, demonstrate 
the magnitude of Unit Interval (UI) normalized timing error variances that can be accommodated 
before entering the asymptotic region where BER flaring occurs.  For the desired BER, at the 
point where the curves begin to flare, we identify the maximum allowable timing 
synchronization error before the use of forward error correction coding. This sets the hardware 
system timing error for the data link. 
 With our average error probability graphs, produced using equation (3-5), one can 
determine how accurate the system timing must be to achieve our goal bit error rate of 10-12. (See 
Chapter 4, section 4.2). 
Later in Chapter 4, we validate our average probability of error results conditioned on 
timing synchronization errors by using empirical comparisons with laboratory BER 
measurements. But first, in the following section, we test our methodology by comparing 
PulsON 200 radio statistical data with its theoretical performance curve.  
3.2 Laboratory Measurements using PulsON 200 Radios  
Performance Analysis Tool (PAT) software was used in conjunction with two PulsON 
UWB Evaluation Kit (EVK) transceivers, to gather statistical information about wireless data 
passed between the two radios. This software is provided with the EVK transceivers to permit 
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easily assessing link performance. With PAT, we measured the following radio data link 
statistical parameters: 
 
• Receiver Statistics 
• Bit error rate  
• Number of bit errors 
• Number of bits received 
• Number of packets received 
• Number of packets dropped 
• Effective data rate 
• Time (in seconds) that the radio has been running 
• Percentage of packets received 
• Temperature of the PulsON 200 radio development Module 
• Energy per bit  
• Effective noise  
• Energy per bit to effective noise strength (Eb/Neff) 
• Transmitter Statistics 
• Number of transmitted bits 
• Number of transmitted packets 
• Time (in seconds) that radio has been running 
• Temperature of PulsON 200 radio development Module 
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3.2.1 Test Procedures  
In our test, we conducted range versus data rate measurements in a laboratory 
environment, which tested the throughput BER over various distances of the UWB transceivers. 
After configuring the radios for establishing a simple link as outlined in [5], we proceeded with 
the following steps: 
Step 1: Double click on the PAT icon displayed on the laptop or PC monitor 
Step 2: When the GUI, similar to Fig. 8, appears on the monitor, select appropriate Radio 
IP address from the pull down menu and then click the connect button. 
Step 3: Once a message appears in the message area that says, “Connected to Radio,” 
select radio mode, select link rate, and the Eb/Neff mode box from the tabbed form field.  
Repeat Steps 1-3 for both radios 
Step 4: After a connection has been established for both radios, use measuring tape to 
separate radios to the desired distance. 
Step 5: Next, after performing calibration tests as specified in [5], click start radio on the 
transmitter radio followed by clicking start on the receiving radio. 
Step 6: Analyze statistical data in the statistics frame area, paying close attention to the 
receiver percentage rate. 
Step 7: Vary the gain in the Tabbed Form field area until the receiver percentage rate is 
98% or higher. (When radios are far apart, the VGA and the threshold constant, located in the 
Acquisition Tab, may need to be varied to obtain receiver percentage rate of 98% or higher) 
Step 8: Once receiver rate reaches 98% or higher, let the radios run and collect real time 
statistical data for five to thirty minutes. (Let radio run longer when BER still displays 0) 
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Step 9: Click Stop radio button on the receiver radio and record radio distance and 
statistical information from the Statistics Frame 
Repeating Steps 1-9 for various separations of the transceivers resulted in the data 
collected in Table 2. 
 
Tabbed form fields 
  
 
 
Radio operations command area 
         Message Area                                                   Statistics frame 
Figure 8: Performance Analysis Tool’s graphical user interface for PulsON 200 Receiver. 
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Since we used the default bi-polar flip modulation while operating the PulsON 200 link 
(See Figure 9), we calculated a theoretical BER curve for a binary antipodal modulation scheme, 
to validate our PulsON 200 statistical data.   
The theoretical curve of Figure 9 was graphed from the following equations: 
 
         (3-8) 
where 
         (3-9) 
and where Eb/Neff ranged from 0 to 14 dB in unit steps. 
Development of this curve became necessary to validate the accuracy of the PulsON 200 
statistical data. 
            (3-10) 
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Figure 9: Theoretical BER for PulsON 200 Flip Modulation 
 
In Chapter 4, Figure 17 will display this theoretical curve in conjunction with measured 
BER data collected during our PulsON 200 test cases. These comparisons will confirm that the 
received data statistics agree well with its theoretical BER curve; and thus, validates the BER 
measurements using the PulsON 200 transceiver.  
Next, we measured the residual BER of the single-banded PulsON 200 link, and then by 
extrapolation we determined the equivalent timing uncertainties inherited in a single data stream 
for estimating the total timing uncertainty in a set of data streams. By measuring the residual 
BER of a single band link, we determine the irreducible timing errors due to a single path. The 
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summary result is that timing errors introduce an effect that limits the probability of bit error 
such that increasing Eb/No (through increasing transmitter power or reducing the range between 
transceivers) does not improve BER below a limiting error rate. 
Chapters 4 presents and discusses the analytical and experimental results developed from 
the methodologies covered in this chapter.  Concluding Chapter Four, we discuss timing 
accuracies required at a given BER to multiplex (Mux) a set of De-Muxed parallel transmitted 
data streams utilizing multiple OFDM symbols. 
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CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS 
4.1 Results Overview 
As was stated in Chapter 1, the purpose of this study is to determine timing accuracy 
requirement to avoid entering the asymptotic region of BER flaring at low BERs in the resultant 
BER curves.  To review, our study examined and predicted the flaring in the bit error curves that 
occur for the different values of normalized timing jitter variances. To validate the study, 
empirical comparisons were made using experimental results gathered with a pair of PulsON 200 
UWB Evaluation Kit Transceivers and PAT. Following are the results from the statistical 
analysis and the experimental analysis. For the purpose of presentation, this chapter has been 
divided into four sections. Section 4.2 shows theoretical BER effects due to timing 
synchronization errors and section 4.3 presents results from the PulsON 200 UWB Radio test 
cases. In Section 4.4, a relationship is derived with analytical and experimental results from 
Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Finally, Section 4.5 concludes the chapter with a detailed discussion of how 
our research results can be applied to designing systems at all data rates and discusses future 
research for applying this basic theoretical technique to multi-carrier UWB-OFDM systems.  
4.2 BER Effects Due to Timing Errors 
To provide reliable (distortion less) digital communications, bit synchronization 
information must be recovered accurately at the receiver.  In practical digital communication 
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systems, we typically transmit only the bit stream and regenerate the bit clock through clock and 
data recovery (CDR). This is required to properly sample the time-division multiplexed signal 
(bits) required for making soft (initial) bit decisions.  Failure to achieve this perfect synchronism 
will result in inter-symbol interference and introduce bit errors. These bit errors are caused by 
distortions and noise in the received bit stream along with imperfections in bit clock regeneration 
(see Figures 10 and 11). Since our research approach involved reducing bit error rates to as low 
as possible in UWB systems through identifying maximum allowable timing synchronization 
errors, we evaluated BER effects due solely to timing jitter. We recognize that this and additional 
effects are often observed in practical hardware implementations. 
 
 
Figure 10: Representation of timing errors in a digital signal 
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 Figure 11: Representation of Distortions in a Digital Signal 
 
 
In our statistical analysis we considered effects of timing jitter on a system’s BER 
performance. Our first step in this process was to obtain equations that would derive the error 
probability of the correlation detector conditioned on a bit synchronization error. Then we took 
this conditional error probability and averaged it over the PDF of the synchronization error, 
yielding the average error probability at the receiver [2]. As a result, we graphically displayed 
the process mentioned above through Equations 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 3-4 from Chapter 3. We plotted 
these result with MathCAD generated the plots shown in Figures 12, 13, 14 and 15 respectively. 
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 Figure 12: Probability of error for Manchester coded data conditioned on UI timing errors  
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 Figure 13: Probability of error for RZ coded data conditioned on UI timing errors 
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 Figure 14: Probability of error for Miller coded data conditioned on UI timing errors  
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 Figure 15: Probability of error for NRZ coded data conditioned on UI timing errors  
 
Analysis of the data from Figures 12 through 15 determined how accurate normalized 
timing error variances must be to avoid entering the asymptotic region of BER flaring.  The 
flaring is the result of the BER asymptotically approaching the minimum irreducible BER that a 
system with timing errors can achieve at any arbitrarily high transmitter power level, before 
incorporating forward error correction codes. With our analysis, we estimate how far the bit 
errors can be reduced, before the probability of error stops improving (thereby identifying the 
flaring points of the UI curves). The Manchester coded graph showed the total timing uncertainty 
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that can be budgeted for a transmitter, de-multiplexer and the receiver clock, and data recovery 
multiplexing operation. Likewise, graphs shown in Figures 13 through 15 exhibited a similar 
effect as the Manchester graph, except they may be used for designing systems which 
incorporate NRZ, Miller, or RZ data in their digital communication system schemes. 
In the next section, to apply our statistical analysis, we describe a test case that we 
developed and performed, to approximate or bound the actual timing uncertainty that exists in 
PulsON 200 radios. This technique utilizes an easy to implement statistical data collection 
technique to determine an otherwise difficult-to-determine stochastic jitter performance. It has 
particular merit whenever making measurements at higher data rates than the test equipment 
performance has capability for directly assessing jitter performance. 
4.3 PulsON 200 Test Case 
Following our analyses in the previous section 4.2, we performed experiments to 
compare our theoretical statistical analysis with actual hardware BER measurements. Our 
experimental analysis was performed using two PulsON 200 UWB transceivers and Performance 
Analysis Tool (PAT) software. PulsON 200 radio technology uses a true UWB pulse, as defined 
by the FCC.  Statistical analysis for the transmission BER is made in real time with PAT. Data 
passed between the PulsON 200 radios allow an evaluator to configure, command, and receive 
performance of UWB data. (See [5] for specific PAT user operations)  
For simplicity, our test cases described in 4.3.3 used the default bi-polar FLIP modulation 
(see Figure 16) as the choice of modulation. To conduct our analysis, we selected the data rate to 
be 9.6 Mbps (maximum value available). Although next-generation UWB systems will deliver 
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data rates in the hundreds of mega bits per second, our experiment confirms that the analysis 
performed in this  thesis, showing flaring due to timing errors, is demonstrated in practice by the 
PulsON 200 radios. Results of this test case are shown in sections 4.3.3. 
In the following section we outline the equipment list and test setup used to conduct the 
experiment. 
 
Figure 16: Flip Modulation (Picture from K.K Lee UWB presentation of Flip-Modulation) 
4.3.1 Required Equipment and Test Setup 
To conduct test with the UWB radios the following equipment was used: 
• Two Time Domain PulsON 200 UWB transceivers  
• Two Laptop Computers with PAT software version 3.0 
• Category 5 Ethernet connectivity between laptops and UWB radios 
• RS-232 serial port connectivity to change radio IP address or view calibration test in 
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hyper terminal under Microsoft Windows XP 
 
 
Figure 17: PulsON 200 Evaluation Kit Setup (Figure from [6]) 
 
Using the test setup in Figure 17, our objective was to acquire an appropriate volume of 
digital transmission data to examine a theoretical FLIP modulation BER curve and determine 
indirectly the timing jitter achieved, consistent with the BER flaring performance actually 
achieved. Results from these test cases are shown in the following section. 
4.3.2 Test Case Results 
As described in Chapter 3, measured BER, for UWB digital transmissions, using the 
PulsON 200 transceivers, was obtained using the PulsON 200 PAT.  To obtain sufficient data, 
we continuously, for stable statistics, recorded transmission characteristics for time periods 
ranging from approximately 40 to 1600 seconds per distance, per test case, as shown in Table 2. 
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Then, to confirm our experiment result, we compared the resulting BER to the well-
known theoretical formula for binary antipodal modulation: 
 
         (4-1) 
 
Notice in Table 2 the collected values for BER and Eb/No.  Plotting these measured 
values, in conjunction with the theoretical BER curves, showed good agreement for values of 
Eb/No less than 8 dB. This indicates that our collected data is consistent with the theory. 
However, for data points collected at Eb/No values greater than 8 dB, a gradually asymptotic 
BER flare evolves around 10-4. This flaring in the BER curve leads us to the discussion in section 
4.4, which allows us to assess the approximate timing uncertainty inherent with the PulsON 200 
transceivers.   
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Table 2: PulsON 200 Collection of Data Rate vs. Range Test Cases 
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 Figure 18: Flip Modulation Theoretical Curve vs. PulsON 200 Data Collected at 9.6 Mbps 
4.4 Assessment of Timing Uncertainties 
For the purpose of comparing Manchester coded data with experimental data collected in 
Figure 18, this section plots the Manchester graph in Figure 12 against the experimental data  
points from Figure 18, to assess the approximate total residual timing uncertainty inherent within 
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the UWB radio link.   
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the summary result is that timing errors introduce an effect 
that limits the probability of bit error such that increasing Eb/No does not improve BER below a 
certain error rate.  With the experimental data in Figure 18, we found that the probability of error 
stopped improving in approximately the 10-4 region. After we collected sufficient data to identify 
the BER asymptote, we then extrapolated these data points and inserted them into our 
Manchester theoretical graph as seen in Figure 19. Since our Manchester graph shows 
probability of error conditioned on normalized timing synchronization error, we were able to 
identify the normalized unit interval value of timing error in the PulsON 200 radio.  The black 
solid curve represents theoretical values (zero timing error), while the other curves range from 
normalized variances of 0.055 UI to 0.030 UI, in 0.005 step sizes.  Our extrapolated data points 
from our PulsON 200 experiment is also represented on the graph by the blue and red circle-
shaped points. (Different colors represent statistical data collected in two different environments) 
As seen in Figure 19, experimental values surrounded the “best fit” curve that represents timing 
error of 0.04 UI.  From this analysis, we identify the normalized unit interval value of timing 
error in the PulsON 200 radio to be 0.04 UI, since this jitter curve best fits our experimental data 
points. 
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 Figure 19: Manchester’s Average Probability of Error Curves with extrapolated PulsON 200 
Data 
 
In conclusion, we estimated the normalized timing uncertainty for the PulsON 200 radio, 
due to timing jitter, through an easily measured indirect technique, instead of a difficult-to-make 
direct technique at high data rates.  We are able to use this same concept to predict how much 
timing uncertainty should be budgeted for designing future high data rate (hundreds of Mbps) 
UWB systems. 
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4.5 Analysis of Effects on UWB-OFDM System with High Data Rates 
Predicting how much timing uncertainty that should be used in designing future high data 
rate systems in the multiple hundreds of mega bits per second can be estimated with our unit 
interval (UI) approach. In this thesis, we have defined the unit interval to be the reciprocal of the 
data symbol rate. For example, in a system running at 10 Mbps, one unit interval bit period is 
equal to 1/10 Mbps. In this case, one unit interval is equivalent to 0.10µsecs. For systems 
running at different speeds, one unit interval may still be determined by equating one nominal bit 
symbol period for its given signal speed to a unit interval.  Therefore, rather than using the 
absolute timing approach, we used the UI approach so that our analysis can be used in 
approaching UWB-OFDM systems operating at higher data rates.  
Likewise, normalized (with respect to a bit time) timing error UI’s are represented as the 
timing synchronization errors analyzed throughout this thesis.  These values are small 
percentages of a unit interval, which define the standard deviation of a normalized timing error in 
terms of UI random timing jitter.  A 0.02 UI random timing error measurement means that the 
standard deviation statistic of a bit period deviation is around 2% of the ideal bit period time.  
Through utilizing a Unit Interval approach, in place of an absolute timing approach, the results of 
this thesis can easily be applied to ever-increasing data rates of future UWB-OFDM data links. 
The results in this thesis pertain to a reference UWB-OFDM system, yet evolving UWB- 
OFDM systems will likely use a multi-band approach. Once the bit timing synchronizations are 
corrected using the approach discussed in this thesis where we analyzed the timing bit errors per 
symbol for two OFDM symbols, then further research can be applied to analyze the timing 
symbol synchronization errors for multiple symbols in a multi-band UWB-OFDM system.  
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Assessment of timing uncertainty of realistic symbol timing in the evolving multi-band UWB-
OFDM may be realized through the same approach used to assess the bit time synchronization 
timing uncertainties in the reference UWB-OFDM system. Qualitatively, the main results from 
this thesis remain valid for the evolving multi-band UWB-OFDM systems. In Chapter 5 we 
discuss recommended further research in the multi-band UWB-OFDM systems. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION 
5.1 Summary of Results 
This thesis has developed theoretical equations for estimating BER effects due to timing 
uncertainties among multiple OFDM channels. We considered UWB-OFDM systems which 
were coded by Manchester, Miller, RZ, and NRZ data. Since we proposed pushing bit errors to 
below 10-12 before using forward error correction codes, we focused on identifying the maximum 
timing synchronization errors allowable for a selected BER of the above encoding types.  In this 
manner, the maximum reserve could be maintained for the FEC to correct for errors caused by 
instances other than timing errors. So, we were able to identify how accurate timing must be to 
avoid introducing the asymptotic region of BER flaring at probability of errors of 10-12 or below.  
According to our analysis, for Manchester data formats, to obtain a Pe of 10-12 or below, timing 
accurate instances should be budgeted at a maximum, 0.02UI.  NRZ coded data timing accuracy 
should be budgeted at a maximum of 0.04UI. RZ data formats should be budgeted at a maximum 
of 0.015UI. Unfortunately, Miller Coded data was not able to achieve a probability of error of 
10-12, therefore we found that this data format could not be used for our approach.  The above 
values provide an estimate of the timing accuracy required for a given BER performance to 
MUX a set of parallel transmitted, De-Muxed data streams, utilizing multiple OFDM symbols 
transmitted within multiple sub-bands. 
PulsON 200 “EVK” was used to make measurements of a single sub-banded data stream, 
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to determine the equivalent timing uncertainties inherited in a single data stream for estimating 
the total timing uncertainty in a set of OFDM data streams. With the laboratory BER 
measurements performed, we were able to use our analytical solutions to determine the 
approximate amount of timing uncertainty budgeted for the radios.  This test case demonstrated 
that our analytical and experimental solutions agree well. As a result, we are able to assess how 
much timing uncertainty that can be budgeted for UWB systems; and using our unit interval 
approach this could be applied to all other high data rate systems. 
5.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
Recommendations for continuing this research would include determining the probability 
of error effects due to secondary causes other than timing errors.  These secondary sources of 
degradations may include probability of error effects due to phase noise, multi-path propagation 
effects, noise figure, etc. 
In addition, looking at timing error effect along with the secondary sources of   
degradations mentioned above should be examined for multi-banded UWB-OFDM.  Instead of 
examining the bit synchronization of the data stream as we examined in this thesis, the idea can 
be expanded to examine the symbol synchronization effects.  This would involve not only timing 
error effect, but also frequency error effect of the multiple OFDM symbols and the requirement 
to multiplex the symbols back together in ways that minimize inter-symbol interference and 
inter-carrier interference, while lowering bit error rates down below 10-12. 
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APPENDIX A 
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS TOOL 
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A.1 PAT Statistics Frame Area 
 The Statistics Frame Area shown on the right side of the PAT shows key PulsON 200 
radio performance measurements (See Figure 20) While observing performance parameters of 
the connected radio, we were able to analyze: BER, Bit errors, Receiver Total Bits, Receiver 
Data Rate, Receiver Packets, Dropped Packets, Transmitter Total Bits, Transmitter Data Rate, 
Transmitter Packets, Run Time, Receiver percentage Rate, Radio Temperature, Energy Per Bit/ 
Effective Noise (dB), Energy Per Bit, Effective Noise, and Number of Samples Over which Eb is 
computed.   
 
 
Figure 20: PAT Statistics Frame Area 
 
 The above statistical parameters were defined and computed automatically with the PAT 
by the following (As outlined in [5]): 
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 Bit Error Rate- The ration between the number of bits in error and the total bits received, 
computed as:  BER= Bit Errors/ Rx Total Bits (BER) 
 
Bit Errors-Total number of bit errors detected by comparing the received bit pattern with the 
known transmitted bit pattern. 
 
RX Total Bits- Total number of payload bits received.  This number does not include the 
overhead of the acquisition preamble or the packet header. 
 
RX Data Rate- Rate at which data is being received: 
Rx Data Rate = Rx Total Bits/ Run Time (Effective data rate) 
 
RX Packets- Total number of packets received 
 
Dropped Pkts- Total number of packets whose number is not sequential to the packet last 
received, computed as: 
 
Dropped Packets= Dropped Packets + (current packet number – last packet number-1) 
 
TX Total Bits- Rate at which data is being transmitted, computed as: 
Total number of payload bits transmitted. 
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 TX Data Rate- Rate at which data is being transmitted, computed as: 
(# of packets received/# of packets sent) x 100 
 
Temp- temperature of the temperature sensor on the PulsON 200 Development Module 
 
Eb-Energy per bit, computed as: 
 
where 
 
 
N= 1 for Flip modulation, 2 for QFTM, 4 for QFTM4 
r= raw positive ramp value with calibrated DC offset applied 
R= number for ramp 
 
Neff- Effective noise computed as: 
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R= number for ramp 
 
r =raw positive ramp value with calibrated DC offset applied (when running a normal link) 
OR 
 =raw positive or negative ramp with calibrated DC offset applied (when capturing Ambient RF) 
 
Eb/Neff- Energy per bit/ Effective Noise, computed as: 
Eb – Neff (dB) 
 
Eb Samples- This value is the number of samples over which Eb is computed.  The default 
number of samples is 512 and must follow the rule: 2<= Eb Samples <= 4095. 
A.2 PAT Range vs. Data Rate Test Cases 
 The Range vs. Data Rate Test used in this thesis tested throughput rates over various 
distances between the UWB transceivers.  Test Cases performed during our testing proceedings 
are shown below through screen shots taken from the PAT. 
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 Figure 21: PAT Test Case @ 330 feet distance 
 
 
 
Figure 22: PAT Test Case @ 330 feet distance 
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 Figure 23: PAT Test Case @ 345 feet distance 
 
 
 
Figure 24: PAT Test Case @ 300 feet distance and VGA 31 
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By extracting the Eb/Neff value and its corresponding BER from each test case above, we were 
able to plot and analyze the data and make hypotheses throughout this thesis. 
 
   
Figure 25: PAT Test Case @ 16.40 feet or 5 meters distance 
 
 
Figure 26: PAT Test Case @ 300 feet distance 
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 Figure 27: PAT Test Case @ 300 feet distance 
 
 
Figure 28: PAT Test Case @ 200 feet distance 
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 Figure 29: PAT Test Case @ 200 feet distance 
 
 
Figure 30: PAT Test Case @ 100 feet distance 
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 Figure 31: PAT Test Case @ 10 feet distance 
 
 
Figure 32: PAT Test Case @ 5 feet distance 
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 Figure 33: PAT Test Case @ 26.24 feet or 8 meter distance 
 
 
Figure 34: PAT Test Case @ 26.24 feet or 8 meter distance 
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 Figure 35: PAT Test Case @ 26.24 feet or 8 meter distance 
 
 
Figure 36: PAT Test Case @ 26.24 feet or 8 meter distance 
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APPENDIX B 
DIGITAL SIGNALING FORMATS 
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 Figure 37: Binary Line Coding 
 
Binary 1’s and 0’s may be represented by various binary line codes. Some of the more 
popular formats are shown in Figure 37 and are defined as follows. 
Unipolar NonReturn to Zero (NRZ) Signaling is a positive logic unipolar signaling where 
the binary 1 is represented by a high level and a binary 0 by a zero level.  This type of signaling 
is also called on-off keying and is of the NRZ type since the high level does not return to zero 
during the binary 1 signaling intervals. 
Unipolar Return to Zero (RZ) is a unipolar waveform in which a binary 1 is represented 
by a high level over half of a bit period and then returns-to-zero. The binary 0 is represented by a 
zero level. 
Polar NRZ is binary 1’s and 0’s that are represented by equal positive and negative 
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levels.  This type of waveform is also said to be of the NRZ type. 
Manchester coding is where each binary 1 is represented by a positive half-bit period 
pulse followed by a negative half-bit period pulse followed by a positive half-bit period pulse.  
This is called split-phase encoding. 
Miller line code is where a binary 1 is represented by a transition at the mid-bit position, 
and a binary 0 is represented by no transition at the mid-bit position. If a 0 is followed by another 
0, however, the signal transition also occurs at the end of the bit interval, that is, between the two 
0s. 
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APPENDIX C 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN Eb/No AND S/N 
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 Ways in which we measure performance of communication systems depend on the 
probability of error (Pe) or the bit error rate (BER) performance. These two statistical parameters 
measurement probability of making a mistake of identifying a correct symbol, or bit at the 
receiver. In the telecommunications industry we measure the probability of error and the signal 
strength by plotting Pe verse average signal power over average noise power (SNR), or verse 
(vs.) energy per bit over noise spectrum density (Eb/No) of a given system. SNR is important in 
measuring analog systems, whereas we use Eb/No in place of SNR when analyzing a digital 
system. Eb/No can be viewed as a normalization (to a bit period) to the SNR. 
In digital systems we plot Pe vs. Eb/No instead of Pe vs. SNR because digital symbols 
exist over a bit period (Tb) rather than existing over what can be thought of as existing over a 
long time period as seen in analog signals.  The relationship between SNR and Eb/No is as 
follows. 
Eb is equivalent to the signal power (S) multiplied by the duration time T of a rectangular 
pulse (in seconds).  Therefore, 
 
 
 
 
Where No is the noise spectral density, which implies that [22]: 
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Since a rectangular pulse of duration T seconds has amplitude spectrum ATsincTf and its 
bandwidth is roughly measured by Bp = 1/T [8], then, 
 
 
 
where Bp is sometimes referred to as the bit-rate bandwidth.  
 Relating noise power spectral density (No) to noise power (N): 
 
[22] 
where BW is the input noise bandwidth, then Eb/No relates to S/N by [15]: 
 
 
 
In the above equation, we show the bit energy-to-noise density ration Eb/No, which is 
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equal to the ratio of the signal power S and the noise power N in a bandwidth equal to the bit rate 
bandwidth Bp = No/T [15]. 
Ideally, when measuring performance in digital communication systems we like to see 
low errors achieved at low energy per bit. 
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APPENDIX D 
Q-FUNCTION, ERF, AND ERFC 
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Q-function is described as the tail integral of a unit Gaussian PDF.  Represented  
mathematically: 
 
 
 
Other functions that are closely related to Q(x) include error function erf and 
complimentary error function erfc. 
 
[23] 
and 
[23] 
 
Relationships between Q(x), erf, and erfc can be shown by the following: 
 
 
 
In scientific literature there may be a few variations of erfc which differ by definition.  
For example in literature reference by Harry Van Trees, the erfc is defined differently than the 
classical mathematical definition in material referenced by Abramowitz and Stegun.  We use the 
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classical definition, since it appropriately approximates the probability of a bit error. 
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